
Pro Sled System Push Pull Or Drag

· Multi-function system translates to multiple workouts/exercises with one sled.

· Works as a push, pull, or drag sled with the ability to offer much more!

· Additional accessories transform the sled into a high/low push sled, wheel barrow, or lawn boy push sled.
(Accessories sold separately).

· Can be used on grass, turf, concrete, or asphalt.

· Fits 2" Olympic plates (bumper or steel plates) with plenty of clearance.

The commercial Pro Sled System is an all-in-one sled training system. Our modular design allows the Pro
Sled System to serve as a traditional push-pull sled or drag sled, with many add-ons available for other
configurations. Fits 2" Olympic Plates. Get the most out of your training with the Titan Pro Sled System.
Features: - Multi-function system translates to multiple workouts/exercises with one sled. - Works as a
push, pull, or drag sled with the ability to offer much more! - Additional accessories transform the sled into
a high/low push sled, wheel barrow, or lawn boy push sled (accessories sold separately). - UHMW plastic
ski liners protect your sled - Can be used on grass, turf, concrete, or asphalt. - Two 1.9" diameter poles
included - Fits 2" Olympic plates (bumper or steel plates) with plenty of clearance. Specifications: - Weight:
111 lb - Footprint: 24" x 40" - Skid width: 3" - Steel: 2"x3" 11 gauge and 1/4" plate steel - Plate tube
height: 20" - Push Pole Height: 39.5" Main Sled: PROSLED - Titan Pro Sled System Accessories: -
MSLEDARCH - Single Arch - MSLED2ARCH - Double Arch - MSLEDHIB - High Bar - MSLEDLOB - Low Bar -
MSLEDDHA - Double Handle - MSLEDLAWN - Lawn Boy Handle - MSLEDWBA - Wheel Barrow - MSLEDRAIL -
Wrap Around Rail 

Packaging & Shipping

 Package: Plyo bag+carton+wooden case

Shipping annd delivery: sea or air transport, within 30days

Our Services



1, Low MOQ

2, Fast delivery

3, Qiality guarantee

4, High quality service with modern team.

 

Company Information

 Shandong xingya sports fitness Inc is a professional exercise fitness equipment company, our company
engaged in dumbbell,kettle bell,weight bumper plates, CF rigs and racks,rubber flooring and other
accessories. With advanced equipment and strict quality control system, we have established a solid
business relations with many customers all over the world, such as Europe, America, the Middle East,
South Asia and other nations.we advocate" credit and quality the first with reasonable price".

FAQ

1)Q:Can I negotiate the price? 
  A:Yes,we'll quote you the best price. 
2)Q:What's the minimum quantity? 
  A:We can accept small orders. 
3)Q:Do you supply related fitness products?
  A:Yes, we can supply complete set of gym center products.

 Exhibition

We attend the Canton Fair in 2016. We met many friends from wordwide. They are very kind and
impressed with our produccts, 

such as, dumbbells, kettlebells, wall balls.We have made many orders from our clients we met on the
canton fair. This is really our honour 

to make friends with our clients and they satisfied with our quality and service. We always remembering
quality first. 

 

  

Contact Us

 Anne An

 E-mail: anne @xysfitness.cn       WhatsApp:0086 13563048386 (Wechat)

Skype: 0086 13563048386          Facebook:anne.an.3367



 


